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Particularly interesting is the evidence for Poe's various love adventures,
having been a search for a mother substitute of the particular type to which his
mother belonged. This number of L'HygiÃ¨ne @VIentaieis devoted to pathography,
and this article forms an interesting pair with Prof. Wigert's communication on
the same subject. \v. McC. HARROWES.

Psychopathological A nalysis of Optic-agnostic Disturbances [Beitrdg zur psycho
pathologischen A nalvse der optischagnostischen Storungen]. (Arch. fÃ¼r
Psychiat. , vol. xcix, p. 197, 1933.) Last, S. L.

The writer describes two cases with optic agnosia for objects and their pictures.
One of them suffered from a senile psychosis, whose symptoms varied in the same
way as the agnostic symptoms, and were as dependent on psychological factors
as the latter. The author studied the mental processes involved in recognition, and
the factors to which errors can be ascribed. One of the most important of these
is the meaning which the patient attaches to the object or picture shown to him.
This assumed meaning might facilitate or (if wrong) hinder or preclude recognition.
It is pointed out that facial expression is understood remarkably well by patients
who show inability to analyse parts of a face, and he compares it to the early
acquired understanding of facial expression by children. The writer is opposed
to the view held by certain German workers that agnosia is due to lability of the
sensory threshold. R. STRoM-OLSEN.

The Psycho-analysis of the Drawings of Ps3'chotic Patients [A psicandlise dos desenhos
dos psicopatas]. (Revista da AssoÃ§. Paulista de Med., vol. iii, p. 175, Oct.,
1933.) Marcondes, D.

A psychosis should be regarded as the expression of a struggle between
the impulses of the individual and the limitations imposed upon them by reality.
The Freudian conception of dreams and of neuroses may be applied to a new field.
The idea of the unity of mental life allows us to study the manifestations common
to artists and psychotic patients. In both cases we have a vicarious satisfaction
of primitive impulses which are unacceptable to the conscious mind. There is
also an accentuated subjectivism ; in patient and artist there is a renunciation
of the satisfaction of the primitive impulses so far as the world of reality
is concerned ; both make their escape from reality by means of phantasy. The
author inclines to Jung's views on the interpretation of dreams and drawings,
and discusses the importance of masculine and feminine symbols as indicated
in pictorial productions. The article is illustrated by reproductions of patients'
drawings. M. HAMBLIN SMITH.

The Relation of Perversion-Formation to the Development of Reality-Sense. (ml.
Journ. of Psycho-anal., vol. xiv, p. 486, Oct., 1933.) Glover, E.

While it is true that some perversions are the negative of a neurosis, others
are found to be a symptomatic formation in obverse of a psychosis or transitional
psychosis. It is suggested that the perversions form a developmental series running
parallel to the neuroses and psychoses, and that they reflect stages of overcoming
anxiety regarding the individual's own body or external objects by excessive
libidinization. In the perversions the amount of reality-sense already achieved
is preserved at the expense of freedom in adult libidinal function. On the contrary,
in neuroses a degree of freedom of adult libidinal function is allowed at the cost
of some inhibition of reality relations. In the psychoses there is gross disturbance
of reality-sense, often associated with apparent freedom of adult libidinal function.

S. M. COLEMAN.

A n A nalvsis of the Neuroses of Identical Twins. (Psycho-analytic Review, vol. xx,
j. 375, Oct., 1933.) Cronin, H. C.

Two brothers, identical twins, aged 23, complained of anxiety, which, in their
opinion, was connected with the threatened loss of a mutual love-object, the wife
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